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Executive Summary 
This report investigates the use of machine understandable vocabularies to describe quality attributes of information on the Internet.  The well-documented and well-accepted problem of finding high quality information on the Web is not necessarily always related to the quality of the data available but of the quality of the mechanisms for resource discovery. Relying on free text searches of documents on the Web generally results in an overwhelming number of irrelevant hits; having machine understandable content will help to alleviate this problem. A series of motivating examples and scenarios are presented at the beginning of the report to help set the scope of the study.
The report draws upon a number of existing activities undertaken in the first phase of the DESIRE project. Drawing in particular upon the DESIRE Quality Guidelines, it explores the application of machine-readable metadata vocabularies to a number of issues relating to information quality. In particular, this deliverable builds upon the following activities (an overview of these is presented in the report): 
	DESIRE Subject Gateway and Web Indexing activity
	DESIRE Quality Guidelines 
	W3C PICS standard for labelling/rating, filtering, searching 
	W3C Resource Description Framework for metadata

The creation of quality ratings for resources is a particular case of metadata, and such ratings enable various possibilities for adding value to existing services and applications. The report presents a number of example applications within three broad areas:
	Filtering, rejecting resources according to certain criteria
	Prioritisation, ranking resources according to criteria
	Supplementary Information, providing additional information about the quality of a resource
Some possible vocabularies for making quality assertions in RDF are discussed in the report. However, the modular nature of RDF can provide 'quality ratings' made up from statements provided by a number of vocabularies and agencies; an overview of some of the related work in this area is also given e.g.:
	Composite Capability /Preference Profiles
	P3P (Platform for Privacy and Preferences)
	Dublin Core 
	VCard
In order to support the implementation of quality ratings services it is necessary to have mechanisms in place for the creation, storage and deployment and usage of those ratings. A detailed overview of the technologies and implications of those technologies is provided as an appendix to the main report.
The report attempts to provide an overview of the current status of quality ratings frameworks and some of the future possibilities of quality ratings within an RDF environment as well as highlight some of the issues that need to be considered within this area. DESIRE will build one or more demonstrators based on the work and recommendations of this report.
Scope Statement






This report is the first deliverable of the resource discovery strand of the DESIRE II project. DESIRE II intends to deliver tools to facilitate the development of network information services targeted at the European academic community. The project aims to progress provision of an infrastructure that will enable access to information, in particular for the purposes of research. DESIRE II will develop tools and prototypes to assist with automatic indexing of research material, to facilitate creation of resource descriptions, to assist with resource selection and to provide content rating.
This work draws upon a number of existing activities undertaken in the DESIRE project. Drawing in particular upon the DESIRE Quality Guidelines, it explores the application of machine-readable metadata vocabularies to a number of issues relating to information quality. In particular, this deliverable builds upon the following activities: 
	DESIRE Subject Gateway and Web Indexing activity
	DESIRE Quality Guidelines 
	W3C PICS standard for labelling/rating, filtering, searching 
	W3C Resource Description Framework for metadata
The working assumption here is that the application of machine-readable vocabularies to information quality issues is both useful and important, and that technologies such as PICS and RDF now provide us with the basic infrastructure needed to make a number of quality-related aspects of information management more amenable to automation. Originally, the intention was to create one or more PICS ratings vocabularies with categories drawing on the DESIRE Quality Guidelines for Internet cataloguing resource selection. With the development of the W3C's RDF, and the gradual migration of PICS applications to RDF, the situation becomes more complex: RDF, unlike PICS, is a rich and expressive metadata format adequate for representing full resource descriptions, and not just simple categories and ratings. In this context, the range of applications in this area becomes much broader. This document attempts to provide a guide to some of the various design decisions that arise when considering the application of RDF (and PICS) to information quality issues. 
1.2	Structure of this Document
This report begins by providing some background to previous DESIRE activity in this area and an overview of PICS and RDF technologies used in the DESIRE Quality Vocabulary work. The report then presents a breakdown of some example applications, organised according to the agency responsible for making some machine-readable assertions about a resource. Quality-related metadata, like any metadata, can be generated either by content creators, by end users, or by third party organisations such as libraries and rating services. Within each of these categories a number of application scenarios can be envisaged; there are however a range of technological issues which to some extent can be discussed without reference to a particular application scenario. An overview of these issues is presented later in the document.
1.3	Motivating Examples
There is a widely acknowledged need to provide selective access to the mass of undifferentiated content on the Internet. The creation of metadata and the provision of search services and access tools based on that metadata enables a variety of selective access routes to Internet resources. The creation of quality ratings for resources is a particular case of metadata provision, and such ratings open up a number of possibilities for adding value to existing services.
The scope of this report is perhaps best characterised with a series of motivating examples. Listed below are a number of scenarios in which properties relating to the quality of a resource (perhaps relative to some user and/or context) might usefully be specified using RDF. These examples cover a wide range of issues, and illustrate the manner in which the ‘Web quality problem’ might in part be addressed by the ability to interchange machine readable data which makes assertions about the quality related properties of Web resources.
*	I'm looking for peer-reviewed journals (and not merely ‘vanity publishing’).
*	I'm looking for resources recommended by a subject-librarian.
*	I'm looking for 3rd party descriptions of this resource from metadata servers run according to [some specified] collections policy. 
*	I'm looking for Web resources matching [some search] which will be useable (by blind users / on a Nokia Communicator browser / without Java enabled).
*	I've created a set of Web pages from my PhD thesis; I'd like to include metadata in those pages, which makes it clear that this is well-researched content, so that other people working in this area can discover my document. 
*	Our pages are listed in catalogue of the (OMNI/SOSIG/EELS/DutchESS/…) subject gateway; we'd like to include a 'kitemark' logo and a (digitally signed) machine-readable equivalent on those pages so that search engines know that the site has been rated as 'high quality' by a trusted source.
*	I want to be able to 'recommend' resources as rating highly on some quality scale to a trusted metadata service, so that those resources might be found more easily by others in my subject community.
*	I want to be able to find resources that other subject specialists in my community have rated highly. 
*	I want to be able to find resources that other PhD researchers in my community have rated highly. 
*	I want to be able to do an Internet search from a single point of access, and have my query automatically forwarded to appropriate searchable catalogues/databases/gateways/indexes on the Web, prioritising gateways that follow (something like) the DESIRE quality selection criteria. 
*	I've created a page that uses Macromedia Shockwave; how can this technology dependency be made explicit so that people who can't use Shockwave don't find it when searching? 
*	I want to be able to have my search results filtered or ranked according to some 'rule' based on a quality-related property of the resources listed 
*	I want to find resources matching [some search term], listing those that are freely accessible first. 
*	I'm an Internet cataloguer and would like to have some automated support tools to help with resource selection and description (e.g. forms pre-populated with mechanically detectable information, or an easy way of finding out whether a site has lots of broken links or makes well known usability errors) 
*	I run a large scale Internet search service, and want to be able to cross-reference from our 'search results' page to 3rd party descriptions, ratings, classifications and reviews available elsewhere; we need to know which of these services are run by information specialists, librarians and subject specialists, and which aren't.
Scenarios such as these present a considerable challenge – they raise questions about trust, about machine vocabularies for describing both Web resources and for characterising the agencies which create those descriptions. In addition these scenarios suggest problems which are more architectural in nature: how, for example, can one service discover which other metadata servers offer useful descriptions for some given URL. The ‘RDF quality vocabulary’ strand of activity in DESIRE attempts to make some contribution towards addressing these issues, and does so in the broader context of the DESIRE Subject Gateway activity and the work on distributed indexing and searching. The scope of the discussion and recommendations which follow are consequently more constrained than the list of ‘motivating scenarios’ given above might suggest. When combined with the technologies, services and recommendations developed elsewhere within DESIRE, the framework outlined here should go some way towards addressing many of the issues raised in the motivating examples above.
1	Background
The DESIRE project involves two categories of resource discovery service: subject based services with controlled selection policies, and regional exhaustive services with a ‘catch-all’ inclusion policy based on blanket coverage. It is our intention in DESIRE to explore the possibilities of using quality ratings in both service models, as well as to consider the use of quality ratings by the research community in other contexts. 
The motivation for this activity comes from a wish to extend work done on identifying quality selection criteria in the first phase of the DESIRE project. As an initial task, DESIRE looked at current resource description approaches for selective subject services on the Internet. This was carried out as part of the resource discovery strand of DESIRE, and a series of three studies were produced covering resource description formats (metadata) (Dempsey and Heery 1996), quality resource selection criteria (Hofman and Worsfold 1996) and classification (Koch 1997).
The second study on resource selection started with an initial review, which found that many subject-based services had not produced a formal statement of their selection criteria. It was decided that a formalised list of criteria would be valuable as a tool for present and future subject gateways to share. The first stage in this activity was to produce a comprehensive, structured list of quality criteria used for the purposes of resource collection. An initial list of over 250 criteria was gathered from a comprehensive study of a variety of existing Internet resource discovery services and traditional information services. This list was refined by means of de-duplication, standardising language and grouping criteria thematically. The refined list was field tested by subject service providers participating in DESIRE (SOSIG, EELS, and Koninklijke Bibliotheek). The final list contained over 125 evaluation criteria for Internet resources.  The list aimed to be comprehensive to allow subject gateways to 'pick and choose' the criteria that most suited their purpose. The criteria in the list are divided into a number of areas:
Scope policy, content criteria, form criteria, process criteria, collection management policy 
Scope Criteria
These are criteria that take into account the needs of the users.  In a third party environment the service will need to define its audience and to formally state what is and what is not considered to be part of the scope of their service.  An explicit scope policy will allow users to understand what they will find if they use this service and help them choose whether or not they fit within the definition of the service’s audience.  The scope policy can then be used as a first set of selection criteria to decide what information is acceptable. 
Content Criteria
Content criteria focus on an evaluation of the actual information or data that the resources contain.
Form Criteria
Form criteria focus on the presentation and organisation of the information and the interface through which it is delivered.  Whilst these may not be as critical as an evaluation of the content of information nevertheless they have an impact on the accessibility of a resource, if they cannot be accessed by the user they cannot successfully meet the user’s needs.
Process Criteria
Process criteria focus on the processes that exist to support a resource over time.  The Internet is a volatile environment, resources may be edited, moved or deleted without any notice and archives of previous editions are rarely kept.  This lack of integrity can affect the quality of the resource for the user. 
Collection Management Criteria
Collection management criteria will change as the collection grows or as resources change or disappear.  They take into account the collection of resources as a whole and provide criteria for deselection and editing.
The DESIRE Quality Guidelines were developed to support the creation of subject gateways within a particular environment (to suit the needs of academics and researchers). The guidelines focus on the formulation of a scope policy for subject gateways which helps to define at a very broad level what is, and what is not to be included in the service. This is achieved by identifying the target audience and their informational requirements e.g. subject matter, acceptable sources of information, geographical coverage, cost, accessibility, etc. The list of criteria forms a generic framework which can be adapted for the needs of a particular service (particular criteria will be relevant to any individual service). These criteria were reviewed for the purpose of using as a basis of a quality vocabulary (see Section 4).
1.1	Technical Context
1.1.1	Introduction to PICS
Platform for Internet content Selection (PICS) has been proposed as the basis for providing quality ratings systems of various kinds. Although current and future PICS development is subsumed under the W3C RDF/XML activity, it is useful for us to take into account the overall architecture for rating underlying PICS, and where possible to leverage PICS compliant tools that have been deployed. PICS has developed specifications for different service models and we should be able to learn from the framework, even if the PICS syntax is not used. 
This section will give a brief overview of the current status of PICS. 
PICS is specified in recommendations developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) over the last three years. PICS aims to facilitate distribution of machine readable descriptions of digital resources, in other words metadata, to enable the rating of particular Web sites or individual Web pages against particular criteria. The PICS framework was originally motivated as a way to provide ‘safe’ (inoffensive) access to Internet resources (Resnick 1997), a topic of considerable debate that we will not enter into here. PICS itself is solely concerned with infrastructure, it is neutral as regards the content of ratings and the purpose for rating.  As Paul Resnick states:
It (PICS) is values-neutral: it can accommodate any set of labeling dimensions, and any criteria for assigning labels. Any PICS-compatible software can interpret labels from any source, because each source provides a machine-readable description of its labeling dimensions (Resnick and Miller 1996).
PICS provides a standard means of associating labels with Web sites or Web pages. The labels can refer to any characteristic of the content, typically this might be pornography, violence, language but the labels could be used to rate privacy policy, terms and conditions or indeed quality criteria as drawn up in the DESIRE selection list. 
W3C makes available stable PICS specifications (i.e. official W3C recommendations) for:
Service description (the format for describing a rating vocabulary and scales)
Label format and distribution (the format for the ‘labels’, or metadata, and methods for distributing labels)
PICS Rules (the format for defining filtering rules to allow these rules to be transported and installed in a standard way, this ensures users' preferences can be expressed in a standard profile which will be understood by a variety of software agents)
PICS also offers a draft specification (i.e. a proposed W3C recommendation) for - PICS signed labels (Dsig) which forms the syntax and semantics for digital signature in PICS labels.
PICS rating labels can be created by the originator or manager of the resource (self-labelling). This would be done using one of the self-ratings vocabularies drawn up by organisations such as RSAC and SafeSurf. Labels can be distributed in various ways: embedded in HTML documents using the META tag, distributed in HTTP headers, or by running a 'mini-label bureau' on the host Web server. Labels also can be created by third parties that build up databases of labels and offer a service as a third party label bureau. Some browsers and proxy servers as well as standalone software filters provide a facility to allow every request for a URL to be sent to such bureaux and filtered according to set user or proxy server preferences.
Preferences can be set up by users either in PICS compliant browsers or in standalone filtering software; or Web administrators can set up preferences in proxy servers through which users requests are channelled (Salamonsen and Yeo 1997).
A PICS system involves interaction of software in a variety of locations. The W3C categories for PICS compatible products and services reveal the components of the PICS framework:
Client software (browser or other client software that reads labels and filter resources based on PICS rules)
HTTP servers (that distribute labels along with resources)
Proxy servers (that read labels and filter resources based on PICS rules)
Label bureaux (HTTP servers that distribute third party PICS labels)
PICS has attracted a lot of interest from government bodies who are concerned with public policy for controlling Internet content. However there has been no significant government investment in the actual creation of labels. Two significant rating services aimed at providing safe access to the Internet are RSACi and SafeSurf. Both have achieved some level of success in marketing and deploying their label vocabularies, and further work might be done to identify the pattern of domain coverage. The Technology Inventory states:
While several PICS-based self-rating systems have emerged, and RSACi in particular has drawn significant media coverage around the world, none of the self-rating systems have achieved near-universal coverage. Alexa Internet reports that in August 1997 they searched a collection of 88,647 Web pages (these were the pages most requested by users of their service) and found 2363 had RSAC labels and 483 had SafeSurf labels. A year later RSAC reported that over 80,000 sites have been rated with RSACi, and that many of these sites consist of large numbers of pages. (Cranor et al 1997)
There are a number of initiatives and proposals advocating the use of PICS labels, although some of these developments appear to be awaiting the anticipated transformation of PICS to an RDF application. For example med-PICS (the Platform for Medical Internet Content Selection) hopes to exploit the potential of third party label bureaux for collaborative reviewing (rating) by health professionals of medical information on the Web. Such collaboration would be directed towards establishing a label bureau providing ratings for 'Critical Appraisal of Medical Information on the Internet'. Eysenbach and Diepgen stress the advantage of a label bureau over consulting a search service, as there will always be multiple options for search services, whereas a ratings service allows ratings to be applied automatically to all resources retrieved. The med-PICS initiative has drawn up its own ratings vocabulary:
This vocabulary contains descriptive categories such as the intended audience (from "kids" to "highly specialised researcher"), which could be used by authors to provide "context," and evaluative categories such as "source rating" (from "highly trustworthy" to "known to provide wrong or misleading information"), which could be used by third party label services (Eyensbach and Diepgen 1998). 
The IEEE Computer Society has recognised a common requirement amongst refereed electronic journals and repositories for a standards based peer rating system. A call for collaboration of professional associations involved in this area was instigated in 1997:
The initial work here will be to bring together professional organizations, and others involved in electronic publishing where peer review type characteristics are important "selection" criteria. And to review the PICS method for accomplishing this. Then proposals can be made for application of the method to specific organizational needs, integrated, and a proposed standard be put forward (IEEE Computer Society).
The W3C PICS home page refers to a number of resources for developers as well as lists of PICS compatible products and services. As well as allowing for blocking of access, PICS potentially enables other actions to be taken based on PICS labels. The PICS Technology Inventory identifies these as:
Suggest - to recommend appropriate content.
Search - search services providing filtering against one or more rating vocabularies (AltaVista has partnered with Net Shepherd to provide a search service that returns only "family friendly" matches).
Inform - provide information about retrieved resources for example in the form of a banner on the Web page) - EvaluWEB and Alexa display such informational banners.
Monitor - recording all accesses and attempted accesses to Web pages.
Warn - to provide information about content before it is displayed.
Block - to prevent access to certain sites or pages.
1.1.2	Moving Forward into RDF 
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is an activity of the W3C instigated in 1998 to provide a framework for the various W3C metadata activities. RDF provides a common syntax for describing Web resources. It facilitates the development of common tools and for manipulating a diversity of metadata. The syntax is intended to be sufficiently flexible to express the semantics of metadata created for different functions and according to different schema. The W3C RDF home page states:
RDF is designed to provide an infrastructure to support metadata across many Web-based activities. RDF is the result of a number of metadata communities bringing together their needs to provide a robust and flexible architecture for supporting metadata on the Internet and WWW. Example applications include sitemaps, content ratings, stream channel definitions, search engine data collection (Web crawling), digital library collections, and distributed authoring.
RDF is a means to express properties of a resource and to associate values with these properties. It does not mandate the use of any particular properties or element names. The creator of the RDF record can choose which particular properties or sets of properties they wish to use.
RDF and the RDF Schema language were based on metadata research in the Digital Library community. In particular, RDF adopts a modular approach to metadata along the lines of the Warwick Framework [WF]. RDF represents an evolution of the Warwick Framework model in that the Warwick Framework allowed each metadata vocabulary to be represented in a different syntax. Within RDF, all vocabularies are expressed within a single well-defined model and syntax. This allows for a finer grained mixing of machine-processable vocabularies, and addresses the need to create metadata in which statements can draw upon multiple vocabularies that are managed in a decentralised fashion by various communities of expertise. The implications of this now architecture are not yet entirely clear; later in this report we present a more detailed overview of the RDF Schema facilities, and discuss the relationship between the RDF architecture and vocabulary management and creation issues.
PICS will become one particular application of RDF. In the process it may be that PICS is re-defined and will evolve to take account of the flexibility of RDF. The RDF Model and Syntax specification is sufficient to express PICS labels, and the RDF Schema specification shows one generic mechanism for mapping PICS ratings vocabularies into RDF schemas. At this stage it is not clear whether this work will progress any further as a formal standard, i.e. whether sufficient W3C Member organisations value a formal mapping from PICS to RDF. It is possible, for example, that many PICS vocabularies already in existence will be remodelled during the transition to RDF, and therefore make any mechanical PICS-to-RDF mapping redundant.
While PICS defines a simple mechanism for declaring information-filtering rules (PICS-Rules), RDF does not yet have a query language. Similarly, PICS defines a framework for querying metadata-servers (‘label bureaux”) for labels describing a resource named by URI. RDF does not yet specify how to obtain descriptions from third parties. Standards for querying RDF are currently under discussion with W3C (see for example position papers from the Query Languages for the Web workshop http://www.w3.org/TandS/QL/QL98), while proposals for RDF Services are still rather informal (e.g. The current Netscape browser implements a simple mechanism for retrieving RDF descriptions, but this has not yet been proposed as a formal standard).
1.1.2.1	Signed labels, digital signatures
PICS labels allow for a digital signature to be included, this would provide authentication that the label came from the expected source.  PICS labels can also carry checksums which can be checked against a checksum in the document it describes, to ensure the document has not changed since the label was created.
RDF will eventually include a specification for digitally signing assertions; however the current proposed Model and Syntax specification does not offer recommendations on this issue. 
1.1.2.2	Formalising Web annotations
A common scenario on the Web is for one document to offer a critique of another. Currently the Web architecture does not have a notion of annotations, so content creators are reduced to using mechanisms such as HTML frames to offer point-by-point critiques of material held on other servers. With PICS and RDF it is likely that user agents will offer built-in mechanisms for locating and rendering assertions about Web resources. In the example annotations shown below, the creator of the critique in the left-hand frame includes hyperlinks to the page(s) critiqued so that they are displayed in a second browser frame. This clumsy mechanism allows for critique and original content to be displayed simultaneously, but does not provide any means for users browsing the resource on the right to discover the fact that a critique of that material is available. The “what's related” mechanism in Netscape’s browser (see http://www-rl.netscape.com/) suggests one mechanism by which RDF descriptions might be rendered to end users in a more systematic fashion. However, there are as yet no formal proposals for “annotation discovery” in RDF. In other words, we have no mechanism to discover the resources that critique or review a specified resource.
The RDF demonstrators which follow this report will explore mechanisms to support such a service based on the existing work in DESIRE for federated metadata services which use the Common Indexing Protocol to allow databases to exchange “forward knowledge” about their contents. (see http://purl.org/net/rdf/papers/QL98-distributed/ for discussion of related issues). Current technology provides no infrastructure for Web annotation; mechanisms such as HTML Frames can be used to provide a simplistic substitute:
Example of User Annotations Using Frames
1.2	Constraints and Scope of this Document
While this report does suggest some basic vocabularies for making quality-related assertions in RDF, it should not be taken as proposing a single monolithic "quality vocabulary" suitable in all contexts. Different applications and services will require different vocabularies to rate their resources depending on the needs of their users (based on the assumption that the notion of information quality is strongly bound up with the notion of fitness for purpose). The terms and structure of the vocabularies may be more or less complex depending on the application area. In many respects it is difficult to distinguish clearly between the role of a "quality vocabulary" and more general-purpose "resource description" vocabularies. The fact that RDF itself is expressive enough for both purposes complicates things further. This document provides some general vocabularies for making quality-related statements as well as indicating a number of areas in which Internet cataloguing practice might benefit from slightly greater formalism.
1	Quality Rating Usage Scenarios
A standard quality vocabulary with specified semantics (in RDF) and a machine-readable representation (XML-RDF) together with the conceptual framework of the PICS environment will provide a common foundation for quality-based services. 
There are several possible scenarios in which a quality vocabulary might be used. We now discuss a number of such scenarios in order to elucidate the requirements for the quality vocabulary and the technical framework in which it will operate. 
It is useful to consider both scenarios for creation of ratings metadata and scenarios for their subsequent usage in the provision of quality-based services. 
1.1	Quality Rating Providers
1.1.1	Third Parties
Third parties, such as subject gateways, may create rating descriptions and either make them available to users or develop services based on those descriptions. When the party providing a quality rating is not the same as the party providing the resource it becomes particularly important to ensure that rating information is current. 
1.1.2	Information Providers
Information providers may provide ratings for their own materials. The provision of ratings that follow a standard quality vocabulary would allow evaluation and comparison of materials within a common framework. 
Accuracy is a concern here. Clearly it is in an information providers interest to present favourable information about its resources. An information provider may wish to get quality statements endorsed by an official body. Quality statements certified with digital signatures may be a requirement.
On the other hand, a quality vocabulary may raise the information provider's awareness of quality issues. The process of self-rating may encourage the information provider to improve the quality of resources before making ratings available. The existence of third party ratings may have a similar effect.
1.1.3	Individual Users
Individual users may rate resources as they browse the Web. Their own ratings could, for example, be used to annotate their bookmarks. The use of a standard quality vocabulary would allow meaningful exchange of information between users and quality based services, even if that vocabulary was as simple as "I like this/ I don't like this". 
A possible application of such data is the creation of a single collaborative rating value from the aggregation of a number of individual ratings (perhaps using mean or median rating values). 
1.2	Quality Based Services
Within the context of this work quality based services form three major categories: 
1. Filtering - does a resource meet a desired quality level? 
2. Prioritisation - is one resource better than another (according to some criteria)?
3. Supplementary information - what information is available about the quality of this resource?
1.2.1	Filtering
One possible quality based service is filtering out resources that do not meet certain pre-defined criteria. In terms of subject gateways or other third party services this filtering may be done at the resource selection stage. A quality vocabulary should provide support for filtering services including: 
1. Subject gateways may accept only resources that meet certain criteria defined in terms of the quality vocabulary. The criteria guarantee a minimum level of quality for users of the subject gateway and for potential contributors. These may be concerned with subject or geographical coverage, educational level, availability of the resource, etc.
2. Browser-level filtering. For example, in an educational environment a browser could be configured to show only resources that meet certain criteria, this may be a statement about the intended audience of a resource.
1.2.2	Prioritisation of Resources
Prioritisation is concerned with ordering resources according to statements concerning their quality. The 'suggest' and 'search' actions of the PICS Technology Inventory discussed earlier in the report are both forms of prioritisation of resources. In case of the 'suggest' action the context for the selected resource is set by an information provider (for example, the official Web site of a children's television programme may wish to recommend Web pages developed by fans). But the actual selection of the resource, as opposed to other applicable resources is made based on quality. For the search action the context is partially selected by the catalogue of the resources being searched and then narrowed further by the user's query terms, the results are then prioritised according to quality criteria. 
A quality vocabulary should enable resources to be ranked according to (standard or user-defined) preferences. 
1. Subject gateways may provide recommendations based on the quality of resources. For example, they may recommend the top five resources in a particular category. 
2. Search engines may rank results according to quality criteria (as well as other accepted ranking criteria). 
3. Users may be able to arrange their personal bookmark space according to quality statements related to the DESIRE quality vocabulary (either subjective statements made by the user or statements acquired from other sources).
1.2.3	Supplementary Information
It should be possible to use ratings developed in accordance with a quality vocabulary to provide additional information about resources.  The 'inform' and 'warn' actions of the Technology Inventory are concerned with providing supplementary information. These actions correspond to two important scenarios for supplying supplementary information. The 'inform' action provides information once a resource has been accessed and the 'warn' action provides information before a resource is accessed. Supplementary information that is made available before a resource is accessed can be used to allow users to make an informed decision about whether to access a resource, e.g. providing a warning of the unsuitability of a resource for certain age groups. 
Scenarios that make use of supplementary information include: 
1. A browsing companion could show third party ratings associated with the current page and pages hyperlinked to from the current page (for example, by popping up a bubble when focus moves over a link). Third party ratings would be obtained from one or more description bureaux. Ratings information may be displayed directly or processed with respect to the user's preferences (expressed according to a standard quality vocabulary). 
2. An information provider might provide ratings as part of the description of its resources. The ratings may be collaboratively generated user ratings; `official' ratings of resources or self-ratings created by the information provider. 
3. Similarly, subject gateways may provide ratings to users browsing a catalogue of resources. The ratings may be expert ratings provided by the subject gateway as a part of its service, or they may be collaboratively generated rating collected from subscribers.
1	Developing a quality vocabulary
The original intention within this task was to investigate building directly upon the quality criteria guidelines developed in the first phase of DESIRE. To this effect the criteria were reviewed for the purpose of turning into a detailed machine-readable vocabulary to describe the quality attributes of Internet resources.  Each criterion was reviewed in terms of what it stated about a resource and how that statement could be established. Whilst many of the criteria can be taken as indicators of quality; by themselves they are not enough to establish the resource as being of high quality.  For example, knowing that there is a bibliography attached to an article maybe an indication of research, but this fact by itself does not establish the document to be of high quality. In practice a range of criteria need to be taken into account and generally weighed against each other.  Subject gateways are characterised by their use of human intermediaries, often librarians, who are skilled in making assessments of material (with the needs of their users in mind), to provide a quality-controlled collection of Internet resources. This human factor is integral to the selection, classification and cataloguing of each resource.
Formalising the DESIRE criteria set in its entirety could be achieved and one possible approach to this has been described elsewhere (Armstrong 1998). However, whilst this is technically achievable it was felt after some consideration of the various usage scenarios that it would not be appropriate in these contexts.  The large number of criteria (over 125) would make it impractical as a cataloguing tool or metadata label for information providers to be expected to provide. In addition it was difficult to imagine how such a large number of preferences could be presented simply to the end users of services implementing such a vocabulary. The notion of information quality of that which is "fit for purpose", presents a number of possibilities for the uses of a formal vocabulary.  The sections below describe some workable scenarios for developing vocabularies to describe Internet resources. First, we present a high-level overview of the basic capabilities of the RDF schema language, which will be used for defining these vocabularies. We also discuss how the modularity of RDF enables the use of externally managed vocabularies alongside those created within DESIRE, and indicate some areas where it may be prudent to wait for other groups to agree some common base concepts (such as 'Agent').
4.1	RDF Vocabulary Management: an overview
This section presents a brief summary of the facilities offered by the RDF Schema Specification followed by a discussion of the implications of the RDF vocabulary architecture for Web quality issues. 
A core feature of RDF is the ability to produce data drawing upon multiple vocabularies (schemata). This extends the more coarse-grained modularity proposed in the Warwick Framework [http://cs-tr.cs.cornell.edu/Dienst/UI/2.0/Describe/ncstrl.cornell/TR96-1593]. RDF vocabularies are themselves modelled formally in RDF, and can made available for machine processing using the XML "serialisation syntax" for representing RDF data. 
4.1.1	RDF Model and Syntax
This overview does not discuss the RDF syntax, and presumes a basic familiarity with the RDF abstract data model. The RDF model is described fully in [http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-rdf-syntax]. For the purposes of this overview, it is sufficient to note that RDF models all data using a directed, labelled graph formalism. This means that any RDF model can be thought of as a collection of simple three-part sentences or statements that identify some (URI-specified) property of some (URI-specified resource). The values of these properties are either a simple 'literal' value, such as a textual string, portion of XML mark-up, number, date etc, or else the value is another Web resource, identified by URI. This simple but flexible approach to representing complex data structures allows RDF to incorporate data from multiple vocabularies through the use of URI identifiers for the resources, classes and properties that constitute RDF data. These notes explore the implications of this decentralised, modular and extensible architecture for the creation and management of 'quality-related' RDF vocabularies. 
4.1.2	RDF Schema: defining RDF Classes and Properties
In RDF, it is possible to declare a 'Class' of resources (for example 'LOCALVOCAB:GraphicArtist') to be a subclass (i.e. subset) of another independently-defined class of resources, such as 'XYZVOCAB:Agent'. RDF also provides a mechanism 'rdf:type' for saying that a resource is an instance of one or more such classes​[1]​. 
It is similarly possible to define properties (relations) between classes of resources that are independently defined. In other words, vocabulary creators do not have to start from scratch, and can use RDF to express how the concepts in a new vocabulary relate to items in other vocabularies. 
The issue of relating multiple vocabularies in a machine-understandable manner arises when expressing specialisation-relationships between concepts, and when expressing consistency constraints on the allowed use of newly defined constructs. RDF defines two properties, 'rdfs:subPropertyOf' and 'rdfs:subClassOf', which provide the primary mechanism for describing how properties and classes in one vocabulary can be considered specialisation's of other classes and properties. Vocabularies can also be intermingled when describing the consistency constraints on the use of properties: a newly defined property might be declared to "make sense" only when connecting resources that are instances of classes defined elsewhere. 
Examples
For example, we might define a property called 'UTIL:peerReviewedBy' that makes sense when used to relate a publication (e.g. a resource of type 'WEB:Document') to a person or agency (e.g., of type 'USEFUL:Agent'). This is expressed in an RDF schema using the notion of 'domain' and 'range'. The RDF schema for the UTIL vocabulary that defines 'peerReviewedBy' will contain RDF statements to the effect that: 
*	UTIL:peerReviewedBy is an RDF:Property 
*	it makes sense when applied to resource which are members of the class of resources known as 'Web:Document' 
*	it makes sense when the value of the property is a resource that is a member of the class of resources known as 'USEFUL:Agent'. 
The following RDF statements could be used in a schema defining the property 'peerReviewedBy'. Note that full URIs are used to identify the 'Web' and 'UTIL' vocabularies, and that 'domain' and 'range' are used to express usage constraints on the new property in terms of vocabulary items defined externally. The XML language-tagging facility is used here to assert that all human-readable text is in English (xml:lang='en') and the RDF properties 'label' and 'comment' are used to provide human readable documentation of peerReviewedBy.
Example schema
The following RDF constitutes a schema definition for a new RDF property called 'peerReviewedBy'. This would be made accessible on the Web, for example by saving it as a text/xml file at [http://rdf.desire.org/vocab/simple1.rdf]. Once the vocabulary has been assigned a URI, any RDF data can use the new property simply by referencing that URI in the namespace definitions. 

<rdf:RDF xml:lang="en"	 xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-rdf-syntax# (​http:​/​​/​www.w3.org​/​TR​/​WD-rdf-syntax#​)"	 xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-rdf-schema# (​http:​/​​/​www.w3.org​/​TR​/​WD-rdf-schema#​)" > <Property ID="peerReviewedBy" 	label="Peer Reviewed By" 	comment="Indicated the agent who peer-reviewed a document" >	<domain rdf:resource = "http://rdf.desire.org/webvocab#Document (​http:​/​​/​rdf.desire.org​/​webvocab#Document​)" />	<range  rdf:resource = "http://purl.org/net/rdf/useful#Agent (​http:​/​​/​purl.org​/​net​/​rdf​/​useful#Agent​)" /> </Property></rdf:RDF>
The above RDF introduces a new property into the RDF world. Here is some example data that draws upon the new property. Note that knowledge of the above schema definition allows us to infer that the resource identified as '/docs/report.html' is of type Web:Document and that the resource identified using the (fictional) URI 'personid:uk-NIcode:NX930366B' is of type USEFUL:Agent. 
The example data tells us the title and peer review of the document being described; whilst the former is simple, the latter introduces complexities since it requires the identification of a person. There are as yet no clear conventions for using URIs to identify individuals​[2]​.


PRIVATE<rdf:RDF xml:lang="en"        xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-rdf-syntax# (​http:​/​​/​www.w3.org​/​TR​/​WD-rdf-syntax#​)"        xmlns:eg1="http://rdf.desire.org/vocab/simple1.rdf# (​http:​/​​/​rdf.desire.org​/​vocab​/​simple1.rdf#​)"        xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0/ (​http:​/​​/​purl.org​/​dc​/​elements​/​1.0​/​​)"        xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-rdf-schema# (​http:​/​​/​www.w3.org​/​TR​/​WD-rdf-schema#​)" > <rdf:Description rdf:about="/docs/report.html" >  <dc:Title>Some Report or Other</dc:Title>  <eg1:peerReviewedBy rdf:resource="personid:uk-Nicode:NX930366B"  /> </rdf:Description></rdf:RDF>     
These simple facilities - classes, properties, specialisations, range and domain - constitute the core RDF Schema machinery. They provide a mechanism by which RDF processors can check the consistency of data, or infer missing facts to transform inconsistent data into consistent data. 
4.2	Vocabulary Management Issues
The basic overview of the RDF Schema facilities presented above introduces a key difference between RDF and preceding metadata proposals such as Warwick Framework. RDF allows a vocabulary to be defined in such a way as to re-use or specialise concepts formalised in other vocabularies, rather than requiring each application to stand-alone. This is a powerful mechanism, but one which presents challenges to vocabulary designers, particularly at this early stage in the deployment of RDF. 
In the context of a proposed RDF Quality Ratings Vocabulary, these issues are particularly important. As noted above, the "quality" of some resource is not some simple and intrinsic property analogous to size, shape or price. There is no simple scale from 'very high quality' to 'absolutely lacking in quality' which can uncontroversially characterise the objective quality of an object. Rather, quality is bound up with the notion of fitness for purpose. Different individuals in different contexts will have wildly varying notions of the fitness for their purpose of various Web resources. The challenge here is to arrive at a framework for using machine-processable assertions about resources, people and their 'fitness for purpose' judgements which makes use of RDF's modularity to enable step by step improvements in Web usability. For example, a resource which has a technological dependency on the application/shockwave file format may be of great use to people equipped with a computer that understands Shockwave files, whilst at the same time being a time-wasting distraction to users whose computers are not capable of rendering Shockwave content. It might consequently be argued that a DESIRE Quality Vocabulary should include some notion such as a "has-technology-dependency-on" property so that resources that require Java, VRML, HTML Frames or Shockwave could be explicitly labelled as such. Whilst we could very easily define such a property for RDF, it is not currently clear whether this would be advisable. At this stage in the development of RDF there are a number of vocabulary creation activities under way which have direct bearing upon the issues addressed in DESIRE. The modular nature of RDF vocabularies, as presented above, makes it possible for a 'quality rating' of a resource to draw upon statements expressed using DESIRE vocabularies as well as those described elsewhere. In the section that follows we present an overview of some other proposed RDF vocabularies, and discuss how these relate to the broad-brush 'motivating examples' which set the scope for the DESIRE RDF quality activity. 
4.3	Other RDF Vocabularies
Having described the modular architecture of RDF, it is useful to consider how best to exploit it when considering the creation of quality-related vocabularies. For example, it would be a very significant undertaking for the DESIRE vocabulary to attempt to comprehensively characterise the technological dependencies (frames, audio facilities, Java etc) of a Web resource. Yet these are highly relevant to the usability of that resource, and hence it's context-specific subjective quality for end users. For this reason, a preliminary recommendation of this report is that the ability to make RDF assertions of this nature, whilst useful, is a facility we expect to be enabled using metadata vocabularies defined elsewhere. The Composite Capability/Preference Profiles [CC/PP] proposal for a user side framework for content negotiation proposed in [http://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-CCPP/] provides such a vocabulary. Currently in an early stage of development, NOTE-CCPP appears likely to develop into an RDF vocabulary which will make technology-oriented "fitness for purpose" judgements easier. Future DESIRE quality/RDF demonstrators will explore the use of the CC/PP vocabulary in the context of ratings bureaux that describe the properties of specified resources. We consequently do not at this stage anticipate a need to provide vocabulary items within DESIRE for this area. 
In this note we describe a method for using RDF, the Resource Description Format of the W3C, to create a general, yet extensible framework for describing user preferences and device capabilities. The user can provide this information to servers and content providers. The servers can use this information describing the user's preferences to customize the service or content provided.[...] http://www.w3.org/TR/NOTE-CCPP/ 
Similarly, it would be an ambitious undertaking to establish a vocabulary for describing the formal credentials of authors, reviewers, publishers etc., or a taxonomy of such agents. Much is to be gained by sharing effort with others. The P3P (Platform for Privacy and Preferences) project within W3C, for example, is creating an RDF-based framework for Web-based negotiation, representation of user preferences etc. Similarly, the Dublin Core initiative is exploring the use of RDF for representing the various agencies (publishers, creators, contributors) associated with a 'document like' object on the Web. In turn, these agents (people, organisations...) tend to have common sets of properties (e.g., phone numbers, addresses etc). The VCard project provides a simple and widely supported specification for such properties; however, an RDF representation has not yet been defined. The problem here is that there is an overlapping Web of RDF applications which could all usefully gain from simple base concepts such as 'WebDocument', 'Agent', 'Organisation', 'Person' etc. In the absence of any proposed "top level ontology", vocabulary designers are left in a position of having to invent these categories within application schemas. For example, the 'peerReviewedBy' property sketched above makes sense in the context of RDF classes representing agents and documents. We anticipate the development of such classes, possibly as part of the P3P and Dublin Core activities.
4.4	Vocabulary for Rating Resources
There is a blur between descriptive metadata and indicators of quality attributes.  One implementation of a vocabulary may be to enhance the descriptive element of metadata records.  Within a subject gateway's catalogue records, much of the useful descriptive information about a resource is typically found in the free text description or abstract field.  This is helpful information upon which the user may base a decision about whether or not to visit that resource.  However, it would be more beneficial for this to be represented formally in a machine searchable way.  Information such as the provenance of information, the review mechanisms the resource had to go through before being published on the Internet, the publication status of the resource, etc. all may be represented in the vocabulary.  These could be usefully used to filter or prioritise resources according a user’s stated preferences. It may also be used as a filtering mechanism to aid the selection process for subject gateways. Automated programs could analyse Web pages for certain attributes (such as link integrity, last updated date, etc.,) which could feed into the decision to accept or reject a resource.  
Below are a few examples of attributes for a vocabulary that may be used to rate resources (some of these may already be part of existing metadata formats):

Name of Attribute	Definition	Values
Provenance	The originating agency for the resource	Academic, Government, Organisation, Commercial, Personal, Unknown
Intended Audience	The audience that the resource was originally developed for	Researcher/Academic, Practitioner/Professional, Student, General/Popular, Unknown
Review Mechanism	What editorial process or checks (if any) the resource has gone through	Publisher, Editor, Peer Review, Reader Comments, None, Unknown
Authorship Verified	Whether or not the author of a resource is verifiable 	Yes, No
Dependency on Technology	If the resource requires special technology to use it e.g. Java	From an enumerated MIME types list
Registration 	If you need to register to use the resource	Yes, No
Cost Involved	If the resource has a charge associated with its use	Yes, No
Link Integrity	Whether or not the links within a resource are still live and active	express as a % or excellent, good, average, poor
Last Updated Date	The date that the resource was last updated	
4.5	Vocabulary for Rating the Accessibility of Internet Resources
One application of a vocabulary may be to describe the 'form' properties of a resource - these are the properties concerned with the presentation and organisation of a resource and the interface through which it is presented.  The aspect of quality described by this vocabulary would be one of accessibility and usability of the resource.  The vocabulary would be useful for describing and choosing the accessibility of resources for a whole range of users including people with disabilities, users using new page viewing technologies (mobile and voice), and electronic agents such as indexing robots.  
The DESIRE quality guidelines suggest a number of criteria concerned with the form (presentation and organisation) of a resource.  However these guidelines have been superseded to some extent by the work of the W3C Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI), who have been co-ordinating with many organisations to develop a comprehensive and unified set of accessibility guidelines. These could be employed to create a standard vocabulary for the format of Internet resources.  The working draft of the WAI Accessibility Guidelines on Page Authoring provides a list of guidelines that page authors should follow in order to make their pages more accessible.  Conformance to the WAI guidelines would imply that the resource is accessible to the widest possible audience and also provide opportunities for users to filter resources based on these properties e.g. not to offer any resources that are not viewable by the users access mechanism.  
To create machine-readable ratings for accessibility, each of the WAI guidelines might be encoded as a formal classification scheme, or we might have a more general yes/no category such as "meets most of the WAI guidelines".  In a usage context a personalised search environment which knew something about the users information needs could prioritise search results on the basis of (a) their preferences ("no shockwave", "only highly usable sites", "sites that meet WAI-A.7 only" and (b) classification of those resources by some agency, mechanical or human. The text below is taken directly from the WAI Authoring Guidelines, some or all of these guidelines could be used to generate accessibility ratings for resources.
WAI Page Authoring Guidelines:
A.1. Provide alternative text for all images, applets, and image maps.
A.2. Provide descriptions for important graphics, scripts, or applets if they are not fully described through alternative text or in the document's content. 
A.3. Provide textual equivalents (captions) for all audio information. 
A.4. Provide verbal descriptions of moving visual information in both auditory and text form. 
A.5. Ensure that text and graphics are perceivable and understandable when viewed without colour.
A.6. Indicate structure with structural elements, and control presentation with presentation elements and style sheets.
A.7. The resource should ensure that moving, blinking, scrolling, or auto-updating objects or pages may be paused or frozen.
A.8. Provide supplemental information needed to pronounce or interpret abbreviated or foreign text. 
A.9. The resource should ensure that pages using newer W3C features (technologies) will transform gracefully into an accessible form if the feature is not supported or is turned off. 
A.10. Elements that contain their own user interface should have accessibility built in 
A.11. Use features that enable activation of page elements via input devices other than a pointing device (e.g., via keyboard, voice, etc.). 
A.12. Use interim accessibility solutions so that assistive technologies and older browsers will operate correctly. as often as the inaccessible (original) page.
B.1. For frames, provide sufficient information to determine the purpose of the frames and how they relate to each other.
B.2. Provide contextual information about the relationship between group controls, selections, and labels into semantic units. 
B.3. Ensure that tables (not used for layout) have necessary markup to be properly restructured or presented by accessible browsers and other user agents. 
B.4. Wherever possible, create good link phrases that are meaningful out of context.
C.1. Only use technologies defined in a W3C specification and use them in an accessible manner. Where not possible, provide an accessible alternative page that does.
C.2. Provide mechanisms that facilitate navigation within your site. 
C.3. Create a single downloadable file for documents that exist as a series of separate pages.
4.6	Vocabulary for Describing Metadata Collections
In addition to being able to describe individual resources there is also a need to be able to rate services that are engaged in the description of those resources. One of the motivating examples at the beginning of the report was a user who was looking for third party descriptions of a resource provided by a metadata server run according to a particular collections policy. The application of a vocabulary to describe the characteristics of particular metadata collections would allow individual users to “sign-up” to a service with known properties and policies. Moreover, it would allow a collaborating mesh of metadata collections to share information about holdings, collection policies, and redirect search queries based on these properties.  Some work on the notion of collection level descriptions is underway in the UK [http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/cld/]. This could be expanded to provide particular characteristics of collection types. 
The example below attempts to show how the characteristics of a particular metadata collection could be represented in a machine-readable format.  This makes an assumption that you can come up with a set of common characteristics to describe the properties of such a collection.  This example describes the properties of SOSIG (Social Science Information Gateway) against a set of criteria that DESIRE might recommend as requirements for a subject gateway. The notion of a collection level description could also be used to provide ‘kitemarking’ of resources i.e. all resources that have been catalogued by a DESIRE subject gateway 
DESIRE Gateway Criteria





National or international coverage




Abstracts or descriptions of resource
Search mechanism
Machine searchable interface
Text and graphical access





Example Description in RDF:











<dc:Title>Social Science Information Gateway</dc:Title>
<dc:Title>SOSIG</dc:Title>
<dc:Subject>Economics, Development, Law, Education, Management, Accountancy, Business, Environmental Issues, Philosophy, Demography , Politics, International Relations, Ethnology, Social Anthropology, Psychology, Feminism, Social Science General, Methodology, Geography, Social Welfare, Community, Disability, Education, Sociology, Government, Military Science, Statistics, Demography</dc:Subject>








4.7	Vocabulary for Recommending Internet Resources
One of the suggested uses of a vocabulary is to provide a 'browsing companion' for users to provide information about resources as they browse the Web.  This would also allow them to recommend resources they discovered to other users. These recommendations would provide a further measure of "fitness for purpose" within a specified community of users, e.g. within a subject gateway community. These recommendations could be used to prioritise the ordering of resources within search results.
An important issue here is the source of the recommendation, any number of people may be making recommendations including; third party services, subject librarians, colleagues, peers, etc. It will be important to verify who is making the recommendation, what their qualifications are for making it, evidence of usage and any motivation (or bias) in making the recommendation. These will need to be aggregated in some way (perhaps combined with usage data or citation analysis). The use of digital signatures will help the verification process.
In terms of a vocabulary this may be as simple as: "Do you recommend this Resource? - Yes/No. Jakob Neilsen refers to a similar idea for recommending resources in his Alertbox Column:
Typically, this would be done by adding two buttons to the interface: a thumbs-up button and a thumbs-down button. A neutral rating would be given by doing nothing (since we want to minimize overhead in the user interface), but when a user encounters something particularly good, he or she would hit the "good" button. Similarly, disappointing services would be punished by a click on "bad." (Neilsen 1998)

Example of a possible browsing companion service
1	Implementation of Quality Ratings in an RDF Environment
In order to support any of the quality ratings services described above in an RDF environment it is necessary to have mechanisms in place for handling RDF ratings at the following stages: 
1.	Creation: It must be possible to generate RDF compatible ratings (i.e. Ratings that can be expressed in XML-RDF). The exact nature of the generation process is partially dependent on the agent performing the rating (this may be an ordinary user or a service provider). The machine-readable representation of the rating may depend on the mechanism chosen for storage and deployment. 
2.	Storage and Deployment: Once RDF ratings have been generated they must be stored in a manner that enables the retrieval of the rating associated with a particular resource. The ratings should be deployed using the XML representation of RDF (RDF ratings may or may not be stored directly as XML-RDF up until this point), this provides a common platform for all usage scenarios. The location of and method of access to RDF ratings will depend to some extent on the proposed usage scenario. 
3.	Usage: Once it is possible to create and deploy RDF ratings as XML-RDF we can consider the usage of those ratings in the provision of quality based services. The technology involved at this stage is highly dependent on the service that is to be provided. 
The three stages are not wholly independent but neither is there a one-to-one correspondence between the options at each stage. For example, RDF ratings created with different metadata editors may be stored in the same database and both embedded and third party ratings may be used to rank search results. 
For each of the stages there are existing technologies that can be used or extended in order to support the implementation of quality ratings. These technologies include applications (such as the Netscape browser) that can be used directly and enabling technologies (such as Netscape plug-ins) that can be used to permit or simplify the implementation of new applications. An overview of these technologies is provided as Appendix A of the report. 
1	Recommendations for Future Directions
This report attempts to provide an overview of the current status of quality ratings frameworks as embodied by PICS and presented a range of usage scenarios that provide the motivation for future development of quality ratings frameworks within an RDF environment. The development of quality ratings vocabularies and the options for the implementation of quality-based services have been discussed. 
This section provides an overview of current issues (problems) that have been identified within this report for developers of quality vocabularies and implementers of quality-based services. Finally, a number of scenarios that highlight these issues and provide potential directions for future work are presented.   
1.1	Vocabulary Issues
1.1.1	Need for Multiple Vocabularies
Ratings are given from different points of view and for different purposes, with that as a premise it would be impractical to develop a single "quality vocabulary" to describe all usage scenarios - rather a modular approach should be taken drawing on and adding to efforts and initiatives taking place elsewhere.
1.1.2	Rating Credentials
It will be necessary to be able to describe not only the resources but also who is rating the resources and what their qualifications or reasons are for doing so. Again this will draw on work that is being developed outside of DESIRE in the area of collection descriptions, Dublin Core and the Vcard project.
1.1.3	Translation from PICS 
Translation of existing quality ratings from PICS to enable their use in an RDF environment would require mappings from the commonly used PICS vocabularies to an appropriate DESIRE vocabulary suitable for representation in RDF. 
1.1.4	Translation to PICS
During the transition period between PICS and RDF in may be necessary to deploy RDF ratings in terms of an existing PICS vocabulary. This would require a mapping from a DESIRE/RDF vocabulary to a standard PICS vocabulary.
1.2	Conceptual Issues
1.2.1	Trust 
A model of trust for quality ratings is required. Authenticity of resources may be established at the level of individual quality statements, complete quality ratings or at the level of a ratings bureau. In the former case the user of a rating must have a mechanism for establishing trust of individual ratings. In the latter case a user may decide to trust all ratings from a particular bureau (there is still the issue of establishing that the bureau is legitimate). 
The example below first shows what a block of RDF on a "crank" site might look like, followed by a sketch of some sceptical RDF statements which are "aboutEach" of the assertions pointed to by URL. Note that all the RDF vocabularies used below are fictional, and that use of vocabularies is independent of the agency that defines them. The example shows cranks.net using a medical vocabulary to express claims about the powers of their products. This is all very much in the spirit of PICS labelling (http://www.w3.org/PICS/). 
A note on syntax - These examples use the new XML namespaces mechanism to associate the use of a language with it's machine readable definition. For example, an attribute xmlns:skeptic="http://skeptic.org/vocab/" tells us that any elements or attributes prefixed with the name "skeptic", eg , are drawn from the RDF vocabulary whose definition can be found at that address. The RDF Schema Specification Language is used to do this definition in a manner which will aid authoring, editing and indexing tools understand some of the constraints on the constructs defined in that vocabulary. 
Example: Web of Distrust - Cranky Common Cold Cures magic lemonade advert
<!--    this RDF would be found on the catalogue pages of a fictional crank site on cranks.net and is intended to be indexed by RDF aware search robots -->
<RDF:RDF 
xmlns:RDF = "http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-rdf-syntax/#"
        	xmlns:s = "http://commercevocab.org/schemas/products/#"
       	 xmlns:MEDIC = http://www.respectablemedics.org/utilityvocab/# (​http:​/​​/​www.respectablemedics.org​/​utilityvocab​/​#​)>

<RDF:Description  about="http://cranks.net/coldcures/magic_lemonade/"
                  bagID="D_summer98" >
                <s:product_description> 
                  Our cold curing lemonade was the hit of summer '97. Align your karmic rays with lemon
                  power to fight off those pesky colds.
                </s:product_description>
                <MEDIC:medicinalProperties>
                  This Lemonade Cures Colds. Sound too good to be true?




Meanwhile in another part of the Web...
<!-- this RDF makes assertions about the believability of the claims
        made above, and provides a URL for evidence backing this up -->

 <RDF:RDF       
        xmlns:BELIEF = "http://purl.org/rdf/beliefvocab/#"
        xmlns:SKEPTIC = "http://www.skeptic.org/skepticalvocab/#"
        xmlns:RDF = "http://www.w3.org/TR/WD-rdf-syntax/#"
        xmlns:MEDIC = "http://www.respectablemedics.org/utilityvocab/#">

 <RDF:Description 
        aboutEach="http://cranks.net/coldcures/rdfcatalogue#D_summer98">
         <BELIEF:notBelievedBy> Doubting Thomas </BELIEF:notBelievedBy>
        <SKEPTIC:knownFraud> True </SKEPTIC:knownFraud>
        <SKEPTIC:refutedByDoc
        resource="http://respectablemedjournal.org/jan1991/coldcurescrankfeature"/>




It is necessary to be able to distinguish between the subjective ratings of end users and 'official' ratings provided by experienced cataloguers within recognised organisations. This is partially a vocabulary issue (how can the source of the rating be expressed) and may be partially handled by context. A subject gateway may clearly distinguish when subjective user ratings are being used and when the subject gateway's internal criteria are being used. 
1.2.3	Filtering Criteria
If quality criteria are to be used to automatically select and reject resources based on their quality then it is necessary to have a way of specifying the criteria on which to select or reject resources. This may be by requiring an exact match for certain criteria or by saying that the value for a particular attribute must be within a particular range (including above or below a certain value). PICS Rules should provide the basis for work in this area.
1.2.4	Comparison Criteria
In order to use quality ratings to rank search results (or other lists of resources), it is necessary to be able to specify the quality criteria that should be used. In the simplest case results may be ranked according to a single quality attribute (such as number of citations for each resource). More complicated scenarios will require ranking according to multiple quality attributes and also standard search ordering criteria. PICS does not provide a mechanism for specifying comparison criteria.
1.3	Technical Issues
1.3.1	Forward Knowledge
One aspect missing from the PICS architecture was support for requests such as 'which bureaux have ratings for resource x'. Centroid technology provides a possible means of achieving such behaviour. This issue requires further investigation. 
1.3.2	User Preferences
A number of scenarios require the use of ratings information with respect to user preferences (for example, ranking of search results). It must be possible to represent both filtering criteria and comparison criteria in a machine-readable format. If preferences are to be shared across multiple quality-based services then it must be possible for services to have shared access to user preferences.  
1.3.3	Digital Signatures
Digital signing is an issue that is relevant to many applications of RDF. It is especially important when the RDF contains information relating to the quality of the resource. 
1.3.4	Generic Ratings
RDF provides a mechanism for specifying that a description applies to a set of resources (such as all web pages with a certain URI prefix). A ratings bureau must be able to consider such information when returning ratings for a particular resource. This is also an issue when ratings are embedded or stored with resources. 
1.4	Future Directions
This report has highlighted the issues that need to be considered in order to develop quality vocabularies and quality-based services in an RDF environment within the context of the DESIRE project. It has provided recommendations on handling these issues and indicated areas where further work is required. 
A further DESIRE deliverable (D3.2) will develop a prototype quality ratings service. Clearly it will not be possible to address all quality-related issues or prototype all possible scenarios within D3.2. Here we present a number of scenarios that would illustrate the usage of quality rating in an RDF environment and which would further understanding of the various issues highlighted in this report. 
1.	Collaborative Rating Service - A collaborative rating service to allow end users to rate resources. At the browsing companion end this would require a mechanism for users to rate the resource they are currently viewing and a mechanism to see other users' ratings of the same resource. At the server end this would require a ratings bureau that could store individual ratings and serve RDF ratings for a particular resource. User authentication would be required to associate rating with users. The vocabulary could be generic or domain specific but should be simple enough for end users to rate resources. 
2.	Ranking of Subject Gateway Searches - An extension of an existing subject gateway service with ranking of results based on quality criteria. This would require a quality vocabulary suitable for the domain of the subject gateway. It would require a label bureau capable of serving ratings to the subject gateway service and optionally to third parties. It would be necessary to extend subject gateway software (such as ROADS) to rank search results based on standard or user defined quality criteria; it would also be necessary to consider how current ranking criteria can be combined with ratings based ranking. If the service were to support user defined quality criteria then it would be necessary to find a way to store and access users' quality preferences. 
3.	Third Party Ratings to Guide Resource Selection - Display of ratings from third parties for resources linked to from the current web page, the information displayed may be configurable by user preferences. At the browsing companion end this would require a mechanism for requesting and displaying ratings for resources linked to from the current page. If user preferences were to be taken into account it would be necessary to develop mechanisms for representing, storing and accessing the ratings preferences of a user. At the server end this would require a label bureau capable of providing ratings for a particular resource. Ideally the bureau would be able to contact further bureaux (through the use of centroids) to locate ratings information for a particular resource. The quality vocabularies used by the various third parties may differ depending on their focus (for example, accessibility criteria, subject gateway criteria).   







2	Implementation Issues in an RDF Environment
2.1	Creation of RDF Ratings
The creation of RDF ratings is a special case of the more general problem of creating RDF descriptions which is in turn a special case of metadata creation. An overview of RDF creation methods is provided here, a detailed discussion of the impact of RDF on metadata creation will be provided by work under the DESIRE D3.5 workpackage (Metadata Registry Framework).
A person using an editor can create metadata or it may be generated automatically. More advanced metadata editors combine editing and generation functionality by generating a default record and then allowing it to be completed manually. A discussion of metadata editor/generators suitable for use with Dublin Core can be found at http://www.dstc.edu.au/RDU/MetaWeb/toolpost.html.
In some scenarios it may be possible to make use of existing metadata editors, generators and combined tools. We discuss the applicability of a representative selection of existing tools as well as the possibility of developing a custom tool. 
2.1.1	Reggie
Reggie (http://metadata.net/dstc/) is a metadata editor that can output metadata in various formats, including XML-RDF. Reggie is implemented as a Web application using Java. 
Reggie allows the use of a schema to specify that structure of the metadata to be created. New schemas can be developed and referred to by URL within the editor. A quality vocabulary schema could be developed to allow Reggie to create RDF ratings.
2.1.2	DC-dot
DC-dot (http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/dcdot/) is a Web-based Dublin Core generator. It automatically extracts metadata from a resource and then presents the resulting metadata for editing. DC-dot outputs Dublin Core metadata in various formats including XML-RDF. 
It would be possible to extend DC-dot to handle structured metadata other than Dublin Core. The metadata extraction features of DC-dot could also be enhanced to extract ratings related metadata.
2.1.3	ROADS - template editor
ROADS (http://www.ilrt.bris.ac.uk/roads/) is `a set of software tools to enable the set up and maintenance of Web based subject gateways'. ROADS includes a Web-based template editor which supports the creation of resource descriptions which are saved in the IAFA template format used by ROADS. 
ROADS allows new template-types to be created so it would be possible to create a template-type corresponding to an RDF quality vocabulary. The template editor could then be used to create quality rating descriptions of resources. 
This approach could be used by information providers or third parties to generate RDF ratings of resources. The ratings would be stored using the IAFA template format. 
2.1.4	Bespoke CGI Editor
A further option would be to write a Web-based editor specifically for the purpose of creating RDF ratings of resources. This option may be appropriate for collecting ratings from resource users for use in collaborative rating services. 
It is possible that RDF specific editors will be built outside this project as RDF becomes more widespread. It is likely that a generic RDF editor could be configured to generate RDF ratings. The development of a general purpose RDF editor is beyond the scope of this report. Other options for ratings editors will be considered as they emerge. 
2.1.5	Browser 
If ratings were to be used in the description of personal bookmarks then browser support for the generation of RDF ratings would be required. 
Netscape currently allows a textual description to be attached to a bookmark, this could be extended to allow rating information (based on a quality vocabulary) to be entered. 
Netscape 5 and Mozilla already use RDF as the format for a number of data sources including bookmarks. 
2.1.6	Conversion of PICS labels
A large number of PICS labels are already in existence. The information within these labels is valuable and could be made available to RDF based quality services. 
There are two options for achieving this goal: 
*	It would be possible to populate an RDF ratings bureau using ratings from an existing PICS label bureaux (with permission from the PICS service provider, of course).
*	It would be possible to implement an RDF ratings bureau that (exclusively, or in tandem with the provision of native RDF ratings), fetches ratings from a PICS label bureaux and converts them to XML-RDF before returning them to the client. 
Whereas editor based approaches require manual input of a large number of quality related attributes an approach based on conversion of PICS labels would be able to generate a large number of ratings with a relatively small amount of effort. 
Of course, such ratings would not have been generated based on the DESIRE quality vocabulary so they are likely to be incomplete with respect to it. Automatically generated labels may contain sufficient information for some scenarios, for others in may be necessary for the generated labels to be manually edited to insert information required by the quality vocabulary. 
The availability of PICS parsers, such as that included in the W3C PICS/DSig Standard Library http://www.w3.org/PICS/refcode/Parser/, should make the conversion of PICS labels to RDF ratings feasible. 
2.1.7	Harvester
A harvester could be built, or more likely an existing harvester could be enhanced, to automatically generate ratings for resources. This may be possible in two distinct cases: 
1.	Some quality related attributes could be determined automatically by examining a resource. Such attributes might include link integrity, use of proprietary file formats, etc.
2.	New ratings may be based on existing ratings (RDF ratings or PICS ratings). For example, a search engine might extract embedded ratings and contact ratings bureaux to determine a combined rating for each resource. 
2.2	Storage and Deployment of RDF Ratings
Once RDF ratings have been created they must be stored and made available to implementers of quality based services. The storage and provision of such ratings can be seen as a service in itself. Scenarios involving storage of ratings include: 
1. A label bureau provided by a subject gateway. The label bureau may be used only by the subject gateway itself or may make its third party ratings of resources available other services. 
2. A collaborative ratings bureau to which users submit their own subjective ratings of resources.
3. Users downloading 'official' ratings in order to manage their personal bookmark space. 
4. Storage of ratings (and other metadata) associated with resources as users browse for monitoring purposes. In some cases the way in which metadata is created is closely linked to the way it is stored, in other cases the link is weaker. In any case it is usually relatively straightforward to convert from one metadata format to another, especially when they are both representations of the same RDF quality vocabulary. 
The provider of a quality based service may be the same as the provider of the ratings but this is not necessary (for example, a search engine may rank search results based on ratings gathered from various ratings bureaux). It is therefore necessary to consider mechanisms by which RDF can be transported, since transport is closely related to storage we first consider the W3C (working draft) recommendations for transport of RDF.
Quality based services may require access to ratings for individual resources (a ratings bureau may have a rating for that resource, or it may have a rating for a collection of resources of which the resource is a member) or it may require more complex information (do you have ratings for any pages at this Web site?). 
Some applications will need to combine ratings metadata with other forms of metadata. For example, a search engine may need to produce results based on both summary metadata and ratings metadata. 
In order to gain leverage from existing PICS technology and to ease the transition from PICS to RDF ratings it would be useful if methods of deployment can offer both XML-RDF ratings and PICS labels. 
2.2.1	Transport of RDF Ratings
Transport of RDF descriptions is a general issue that is being addressed in a wider context that the DESIRE project. The W3C public working draft `Resource Description Framework (RDF) Model and Syntax Specification' () discusses this issue in Appendix B `Transporting RDF': 
Descriptions may be associated with the resource they describe in one of four ways:
*	The Description may be contained within the resource ("embedded"; e.g. in HTML). 
*	The Description may be external to the resource but supplied by the transfer mechanism in the same retrieval transaction as that which returns the resource ("along-with"; e.g. via HTTP). 
*	The Description may be retrieved independently from the resource, including from a different source ("service bureau"; e.g. using HTTP). 
*	The Description may contain the resource ("wrapped"; e.g. RDF itself). 
All resources will not support all association methods; in particular, many kinds of resources will not support embedding and only certain kinds of resources may be wrapped.
A human- or machine-understandable description of an RDF schema may be accessed through content negotiation by dereferencing the schema URI. If the schema is machine-understandable it may be possible for an application to learn some of the semantics of the properties named in the schema on demand. 
The W3C has yet to supply guidelines for transporting RDF in HTTP headers. 
Options 1 and 2 are appropriate when the information provider is also providing RDF ratings for their own resources. Option 3 is most appropriate when a third party is providing ratings, and when a browser stores personal ratings. 
Option 3 raises the issue of trust. It will be necessary to provide some way of authenticating third parties offering rating services. It may be satisfactory to trust the bureaux, and therefore all of the ratings it provides, or it may be necessary to be able to authenticate individual ratings or quality assertions within those ratings - digital signature technology may be appropriate here. 
It may also be necessary to authenticate users of a third party bureau since services may be subscriber only. 
2.2.2	Embedded or Linked Ratings
Recommendations for embedding RDF descriptions in HTML documents are made in the RDF syntax and specification document. These recommendations should be considered to apply to the embedding of RDF ratings in HTML documents.
The recommended technique for embedding RDF expressions in an HTML document is simply to insert the RDF in-line [...]. This will make the resulting document non-conformant to HTML specifications up to and including HTML 4.0 but the W3C expects that the HTML specification will evolve to support this. Two practical issues will arise when this technique is employed with respect to browsers conforming to specifications of HTML up to and including HTML 4.0. Alternatives are available to authors in these cases; [...]. It is up to the author to choose the appropriate alternative in each circumstance.
1.	Some HTML 2.0 browsers will assume a </HEAD> tag immediately before the first RDF element that appears within <HEAD>. 
2.	Authors concerned about very old browsers may place all RDF expressions at the end of the document head.
3.	All HTML browsers conforming to specifications up to and including HTML 4.0 will render any content appearing in RDF property values expressed as XML elements (i.e. production [6.12]).
4.	Authors concerned about preventing their RDF content from rendering in old browsers may use the abbreviated syntax (propAttr form) to move the property value into an attribute. Not all properties can be expressed this way. 
In the event that none of the alternatives above provides the capabilities desired by the author, the RDF expressions may be left external to the HTML document and linked with an HTML <LINK> element. The recommended relation type for this purpose is REL="meta"; e.g. 
<LINK rel="meta" href="mydocMetadata.DC.RDF">
The embedding of ratings could be achieved by manually or automatically copying the ratings into a document, or by using server side include (SSI) technology to insert a call to a script that can retrieve the rating from another storage medium and output the required representation of the RDF. 
2.2.2.1	Ratings in HTTP Headers
W3C guidelines for embedding RDF descriptions in HTTP headers are not yet available. However, guidelines for embedding PICs records are available (PICS Label Distribution Label Syntax and Communication Protocols: http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-PICS-labels). As an interim measure it may be useful to convert RDF ratings into PICS labels at the point of deployment. This would allow existing PICS technology to be used. 
Methods of deployment other than in HTTP headers could also offer PICS labels as an alternate ratings format. 
2.2.2.2	Directory Structure/Database
XML-RDF ratings could be stored in files a directory structure or in a database with a simple CGI script returning the rating associated with a resource via an HTTP request. 
Storage in a directory structure would permit the use of a search tool such as sgrep () which supports searching and indexing of structured data such as XML-RDF. 
Storage in a database could make use of query languages such as SQL to access data if it were stored using an appropriate schema. 
2.2.2.3	ROADS database
RDF ratings could be stored in a ROADS database (in IAFA format). Each rating would then have an associated ROADS handle, a ROADS handle is a unique identifier which typically has no semantic content. 
Ratings could be retrieved via HTTP using a simple CGI script in cases where the handle in known - ROADS stores its entries in text files named by handle. This approach could be appropriate in the case of information providers embedding ratings in resources. 
More usually it will be necessary to retrieve the rating of a resource based on its URL. This could be achieved by having the CGI script search the ROADS database (ROADS databases can be queried using the WHOIS++ protocol) to determine the handle of the record. ROADS databases are indexed to make such queries efficient. 
Using ROADS would potentially allow the chaining of multiple databases. ROADS supports CIP (the Common Indexing Protocol), it would be possible to set up centroids recording the ratings information stored by other rating bureaux. This may be useful if ratings bureaux are to be chained. 
ROADS would also support more sophisticated access to ratings information via the WHOIS++ protocol. Note that to be of value searches would usually need to incorporate other metadata which may also be stored in a ROADS database, this is discussed further within the `Usage of RDF Ratings' section.
2.2.2.4	SGML/XML Database
RDF ratings could be stored in an SGML or XML specific database. 
One possibility is the Cheshire II `Next-Generation Online Catalog System' http://sherlock.berkeley.edu/asis_paper/paper.html. Cheshire II is capable of storing various kinds of data in tagged in SGML. 
As well as simple retrieval of RDF ratings, Cheshire II would support structure-based searching of the RDF ratings held in a ratings bureaux. Cheshire II supports the Z39.50 Information Retrieval Protocol. 
2.2.2.5	RDF Database
RDF ratings could be stored in an RDF-specific database. This would enable complex querying based on the underlying triples of the RDF model rather than an XML-RDF representation. Whereas XML-RDF based querying can only be based on syntactic information a tailored RDF solution can make use of the underlying abstract model. An additional advantage is that the same RDF can be encoded into XML in multiple ways which would impede syntax based querying. 
A query and inference service for RDF has been developed [tag: Dan - is this a w3c thing?] based on the SirPAC parser and using Frame-logic for inference. The service is implemented in Java and is available from http://www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/~sde/rdf/. The service is described in http://www.ilrt.bris.ac.uk/~ecdb/rdf/papers/QL98-queryservice/.   
2.2.2.6	Browser
User defined ratings for personal use (rating bookmarks) would require RDF labels to be stored by the browser.
It may also be useful to use externally created ratings for organising bookmark, these ratings could be downloaded from the information provider or a third party (specified in the user's preferences) when the bookmark is created. 
2.3	Usage of RDF Ratings 
As discussed in Part II of this report, there are three broad categories of quality based services that could be based around RDF ratings: filtering, prioritisation of resources, and provision of supplementary information. A number of existing technologies are suitable for implementing aspects of one or more of these services. 
2.3.1	Browser Support for RDF Descriptions - XML
applicability: supplementary information, filtering
Mozilla has emerging support for XML documents. If all that was required was to display ratings in some manner it may be possible to use cascading style sheets (CSS) to display RDF ratings. Linked ratings documents rather than metadata embedded in the document head would be more suited to this application. NB embedded/linked ratings are not suitable for non-HTML/XML documents.
2.3.2	Browser Support for RDF Descriptions - PICS
applicability: filtering
Recent versions of both Netscape and Internet Explorer provider support for PICS based filtering. In order to make use of this functionality we would need to convert RDF ratings to PICS labels as discussed under the `Storage and Deployment' section above. 
Both browsers support the filtering of Web sites based on user preferences defined in terms of PICS rules http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-PICSRules. 
2.3.3	Browser Support for RDF Descriptions - RDF
applicability: any/all 
Browser support for RDF ratings would enable a number of quality related features to be implemented. For example, display of RDF ratings <LINKED> to by resources, RDF based filtering and ordering of bookmarks according to RDF ratings. 
Netscape 5 / Mozilla uses RDF for a number of purposes (see http://www.mozilla.org/rdf/doc/).
Aurora is a UI widget that is used in Mozilla to display various kinds of information, each of which is represented using RDF. Supported data types include bookmarks, history, site maps, file store, etc. Support for new data types (such as quality ratings) can be added.
It should be noted that Mozilla is only available in a development form, it is likely to be unstable and constantly changing. Additionally, UNIX support for the Aurora UI still seems to be missing. 
2.3.4	Browser Support for RDF Descriptions - `What's Related'
applicability: any/all 
Netscape (since version 4.06) uses RDF as the basis for its `What's Related' facility. When a user clicks on the `What's Related' button on the browser an http request is sent to http://www-rl.netscape.com. The RDF generated from such a request can be seen by pointing a browser at http://www-rl.netscape.com/wtgn?http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/.
The `What's Related' feature of Netscape 4.5 appears in Mozilla in a more advanced form. The related links can be displayed within Aurora/Nav Center as a user browses. Support for additional third party smart browsing providers is also mentioned. 
It would be possible to extend Mozilla with a similar `Get Ratings' facility implemented in a similar manner. 
A simpler alternative would be to `piggy-back' the `Get Ratings' functionality onto the existing `What's Related' facility in Netscape. This could be done by setting the smart-browsing provider used by Netscape to an alternate host. This host could return ratings links instead of, or as well as related links. When a user clicks on `What's Related' a list of links to ratings provided by various rating bureaux could be defined, or basic information from those ratings could be displayed with links to the full ratings information. This approach would also require a way of showing ratings in a useful format - we have already discussed the possibility of the browser performing such a function, other options are discussed below. 
2.3.5	XML-RDF Tools
applicability: any/all 
Services implemented within Mozilla will have access to the Mozilla RDF parser. Services that do not belong within a browser will also need access to an XML-RDF parser. 
The SiRPAC RDF parser and compiler http://www.w3.org/RDF/Implementations/SiRPAC/ by Janne Saarela (W3C) is written in Java. The SiRPAC compiler takes XML-RDF and generates the RDF triples of the underlying data model. 
RDF for XML http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/formula/rdfxml/ is `a Java implementation of the RDF specification for creating technologies that search for, describe, categorize, rate, and manipulate data'. RDF for XML is being developed by IBM Alphaworks. 
The RDF for XML toolkit could be used as a basis for tools for determining whether an RDF rating meets a certain quality level and ordering RDF ratings according to some (standard or user selected) ratings criteria. 
An issue with using any existing RDF tools is their compliance with the most recent draft (and eventually final version) of the RDF Syntax Model. Hopefully, all of the above-listed tools will be kept up-to-date but this would need to be addressed in the context of any implementation. 
2.3.6	Plug-ins and Java Applets
applicability: supplementary information
Plug-ins allow the browser to be extended to support additional MIME types (see http://home.netscape.com/plugins/). Resources can then be embedded into html pages (using the <EMBED> or <OBJECT> tag) or linked to. Plug-ins have access to the browser environment that is not available to external applications. 
Plugins could be used to display RDF ratings by writing a plug-in for MIME type application/x-rdf-rating, say. 
Plug-ins are written in C/C++ (and are therefore platform specific). Netscape's LiveConnect technology (http://home.netscape.com/eng/mozilla/3.0/handbook/plugins/pjava.htm) allows Java methods to be called from plug-ins and vice-versa. 
Java Applets can also be embedded in Web pages and used in a similar manner. Applets can run without the user having to download and store any code, however for large applets it is more efficient to store code locally rather than downloading it as it is used. 
2.3.7	Signed Javascript
applicability: any/all - obtaining user preferences
With Netscape, it is possible to write JavaScript that can read (and set) preferences. In order to achieve this the Javascript must be signed using a security certificate. When the JavaScript is loaded the user will be able to verify the security certificate and will be prompted to accept or deny the requested permissions. 
Many scenarios require that ratings information is used in conjunction with a user's personal quality preferences. For example, a search engine may allow users to specify the quality criteria that are most important. 
This approach is used by Netscape’s PICS-based filter, NetWatch. User's enter their preferences via a Web form and they are recorded in the user's local preferences file. For example: 
user_pref("browser.PICS.service.http___www_rsac_org_ratingsv01_html.l", 4); 

Details on signing inline JavaScript script is available at  http://developer1.netscape.com:80/docs/manuals/signedobj/signtool/signscpt.ht. 
2.3.8	HTTP Proxies
applicability: supplementary information, filtering
Additional handling of an HTTP request could be initiated by passing all requests to a proxy. This may be useful in `browsing companion' scenarios where the user requires ratings based information in addition to a resource. 
A proxy could be used to handle both embedded RDF descriptions and RDF descriptions acquired through third parties (e.g. via an http request). 
An HTTP proxy could also be used for filtering of information. Of course, this can be easily subverted and would not be suitable for scenarios where the intention is to prevent access to information. In would however be useful in a situation where the intention is to avoid downloading resources below a certain quality level (or at least to prompt users for confirmation before downloading such resources) - it is in the interest of the user to have this functionality. 
An alternative approach to changing the HTTP proxy in a browser would be to make explicit HTTP requests to a ratings provider host requesting a particular page with ratings information added to it. The returned pages could contain ratings information (for example, using dynamic HTML to implement pop-up ratings as the user passes over a link). The generated pages could be modified to replace links to other pages with requests to the ratings provider host so that any followed links would also contain ratings information. 
The AltaVista translation software uses this approach. A button to click on to start translation of pages can be added to the user's personal toolbar. The same technique could be employed for providing ratings. 
2.3.9	ROADS - search interface
applicability: prioritisation
ROADS includes CGI scripts for providing a search engine based on its records. If descriptive metadata and quality related metadata were stored in the same ROADS database then it would be possible to enhance the ROADS software to rank its search results based on their quality.
2.3.10	Custom Search Interface
applicability: prioritisation
It would be possible to build a custom search interface based on a database of RDF ratings (e.g. a ROADS database, a Cheshire II database or a textfile based solution using sgrep for indexing and searching), this could be a CGI based solution or it could make use of Java applet technology. 





An informal name for the notion of a Web browser add-on or component which provides user interface elements that expose metadata such as ratings, reviews, critiques, etc. to users as they browse and which may solicit ratings or annotations from the users in the same interface.
DSig
The DSig 1.0 is a W3C recommendation describing a method of utilising PICS 1.1 labels for making digitally-signed, machine-readable assertions about a particular information resource. Future work will extend DSig to other metadata formats such as XML and/or RDF. The RDF model inclusions an explicit notion of "statements" (or assertions) in anticipation of mechanisms for digitally signing blocks of RDF statements.
DutchESS
Dutch Electronic Subject Service.
EELS
Engineering Electronic Library in Sweden is a co-operative project of the Swedish University of Technology Libraries to provide an information system for quality assessed engineering resources on the Internet. 
Harvester
An automated program for extracting and indexing the content of Web pages. The "Combine" Harvester developed under DESIRE phase one is currently being extended to support indexing of RDF metadata.
HTTP Proxy
An HTTP proxy acts as an interacting service between HTTP clients (Web browsers) and HTTP served Web sites. These proxies can cache pages for faster retrieval and may be well placed to provide additional metadata services, e.g. adding HTTP headers to reference related resources.
Java
An object oriented programming language and virtual machine developed by Sun Microsystems.
JavaScript
JavaScript is an interpreted programming or script language from Netscape that can be imbedded in HTML pages and interpreted by the Web browser.
Koninklijke Bibliotheek
The National Library of the Netherlands.
Label Bureau
A server that distributes third party labels of Internet resources; as defined in the PICS 1.1 standard.
Metadata
Machine understandable information for the Web.
PICS
PICS is a W3C specification which enables labels (metadata) to be associated with Internet content.
Resource Description Framework (RDF)
Infrastructure that enables the encoding, exchange and reuse of structured metadata.
ROADS
Resource Organisation and Discovery in Subject Based Services - software and systems for setting up subject based information gateways.
RSAC
Recreational Software Advisory Council, a nonprofit organization that developed a content rating system designed to help parents supervise the content to which their children has access.
SafeSurf
SafeSurf is an independent organisation providing a voluntary Internet rating system for labelling Web pages.
SGML
Standard Generalized Markup Language is a generic markup language for representing documents.
SOSIG
Social Science Information Gateway. SOSIG is a subject gateway providing a selected catalogue to social science Internet resources. 
Subject Gateway
Subject entrances (clearing houses) to quality assessed Internet resources. 
W3C
International industry consortium, jointly hosted by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Laboratory for Computer Science [MIT/LCS] in the United States; the Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique [INRIA] in Europe; and the Keio University Shonan Fujisawa Campus in Japan.
Warwick Framework
A container architecture for aggregating sets of metadata.
Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI)
W3C co-ordination activity to promote Web accessibility and usability through technology, guidelines, tools, education and outreach, and research and development. 
XML
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a data format for structured document interchange on the Web.
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^1	  (Note: in the terminology adopted here, prefixes such as LOCALVOCAB and XYZVOCAB are convenience abbreviations for URIs which unambiguously identify the RDF vocabulary or 'namespace' we're using.) 
^2	  Although in this example a new URI scheme is used, it is possible to use URIs in the 'http' namespace for this task, so long as there is no possibility of confusing the URI with that of another resource. For example, http://eg.desire.org/peopleIDs/NX930366B might be used as a person identifier, whereas a pre-existing home-page URI (eg. http://purl.org/net/eric/) would be a poor choice for identifying a person, as it creates ambiguity: does [http://purl.org/net/eric] have a sizeInBytes property or a weightInPounds property? RDF is designed to be unambiguous; when assigning URIs for RDF resources, care should be taken to avoid using URIs which are already understood to refer to a different kind of resource. 
